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The following outlines the key findings, maps and tables for the Housing and Community Development Strategic 
Analysis. This research integrates initial findings from the Factbook with deeper analysis into key conditions and 
trends and/or topics proposed by stakeholders. This analysis will serve as the foundation from which plan 
recommendations are developed. This is one in a series of 12 topical memos produced through this phase.  
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1. Introduction
Safe and affordable housing is an essential component of a strong and resilient community. Strong 
neighborhoods are the building blocks of a strong city and contain housing types that reflect the diversity of 
the community overall. The Housing Chapter is an outline of the key conditions and trends within the 
Montgomery housing market along with a review of major neighborhood plans and initiatives. These pertain 
to the full spectrum of housing conditions from homelessness to homeowners.  

MAJOR CHALLENGES / OPPORTUNITIES 

Housing affordability and insecurity is an increasing challenge  
Housing stock is generally older and will require rehabilitation to prevent blight 
Growing competitive markets surround Montgomery  
Vacancy and abandonment is an issue in certain areas 
Missing middle housing types contribute to the challenge of housing affordability 
Out-of-community residential property ownership challenges reinvestment 

https://envisionmontgomery2040.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/MO_Factbook-FINAL_180608.pdf?7cb58a&7cb58a
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2. Housing Stock  
Housing stock refers to all dwelling units in a community. These can range from single-family homes, to 
apartment buildings, to mobile units. The “stock” refers to the full spectrum of structure used primarily for 
housing. The following is an analysis of the city’s relative breakdown in inventory, age, growth trends, and other 
measures of the housing stock within the Planning Area.  

HOUSING INVENTORY 

There are just over 92,000 housing units in the City of Montgomery. These vary significantly in size, 
value, location, type, and so on. Single-family homes are by far the most common unit type with 70 percent 
share of the overall stock. 

Single-family the dominant housing type. With 70 percent of the city’s housing stock, single-family housing 
accounts for more than 64,000 units. Multi-family housing, including attached one-unit to 20+ unit buildings 
account for another 28 percent. There is a much smaller percentage of mobile housing in the city, two 
percent, when compared to the state, 13 percent.  Apartment complexes are spread relatively evenly across 
the Planning Area with building ages corresponding with surrounding single-family housing stock. 
Apartments, however, are typically in closer proximity to non-residential uses, especially commercial/retail.  

The breakdown of housing types varies considerably across the planning area. There is generally a 
higher provision of multi-family housing in central neighborhoods and in the neighborhoods along Eastern 
Boulevard. The dominant type, especially outside these areas, is single-family detached. Please refer to Map 1: 
Housing Type by Census Tract in the map gallery at the end of the chapter.  

 See Map 3.1 in the Map Gallery: Housing Type by Census Tract 

HOUSING AGE  

Majority of housing units were built before 1970. Fifty-six percent of units were constructed before 1970, 
with 23 percent built before 1950. The housing stock is slightly older than the state average with significantly 
fewer units built after 2000, 13 percent for the city compared to 20 percent for the state. Older housing is 
clustered, in the core of the community and near downtown. The street pattern within these neighborhoods 
differs markedly from subdivisions built after the advent of the automobile. Homes built after World War II 
tend to be larger, farther from downtown, and built within more homogeneous districts as it relates to use.  

 

Figure 1: Age of Housing by decade, 2016 American Communities Survey 
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 See Map 3.2 in the Map Gallery: Housing Year Built 

GROWTH & CONSTRUCTION 

A faster growth rate for housing construction compared to overall population reveals internal 
resettling / micro-migration and the impact of smaller household size. Between 2000 and 2016, 5,400 
additional housing units were added in the city at a growth rate of six percent. Over this same period, the 
population remained relatively static, growing by less than one percent. The continued construction of 
housing through this period reveals a trend toward smaller household sizes and preferences toward newer 
housing in developing portions of city, especially in east Montgomery. Between the measured period, the 
number of households (and accordingly the number of needed housing units) increased at a faster overall 
rate than the population. While the overall population growth was less than 150 individuals, 1,900 new 
households formed. Many of these new households are single-person households. This is consistent with an 
overall growth trend toward smaller, non-family households and away from larger, family households, 
especially those where children are present. The city lost 20 percent, or 5,400 of its households with school-
aged children between 2000 and 2016. In conclusion, while the population remained relatively stable from 
2000, there was a generated demand for up to 1,900 additional housing units just from the reorganization of 
household make-up.  

In addition to household make-up, growth patterns and permit information indicate that new housing 
construction is occurring almost exclusively in east Montgomery. Of the 63 census tracts fully or partially 
within the planning area, roughly half (33 total) experienced some growth between 2000 and 2010. None of 
these tracts is east of Norman Bridge Road. The fastest growth areas were outside of the loop along north and 
east of US 231 and east along Interstate 85. From 2014 to 2017, just over 1,400 new single-family building 
permits were issued for the areas mentioned above. Only 126 were issued in all other areas of the city.  

Figure 2: Single-Family Housing Permits Issued from 2014, City of Montgomery 
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HOME VALUES & MARKET TRENDS 

Home values in Montgomery have trended upward from 2000 but grew at a slower rate when 
compared to the other large cities in Alabama. Between 2001 and the 2018 the median sales price for 
homes grew by 39 percent from $107,000 to $149,000, averaging 356 transactions per month over that 
period. Statewide the starting point in 2000 of $125,000, was lower than the city but ended higher in 2018 at 
$153,000, an increase of 53 percent. The hottest market among large Alabama cities is in Huntsville where 
the median value increased more than 85 percent to $192,000 in 2018.1  

 

Figure 3: Median Home Sale Price from 2000 to 2018, Culverhouse College of Business, University of Alabama 

The churn in real estate is slower in Montgomery than compared with other large Alabama cities. 
From 2000 the city has averaged 356 home sales per month. This decreased significantly during the national 
recession (roughly 2008 to 2011) when the average fell to 293. The recovery, as also reflected in permit data 
below, has been incomplete with the transaction average reaching 318 on average between 2011 and 2018, 
100 transactions lower than the pre-recession figure of 419.  

                                                                    

1 The Alabama Center for Real Estate in the Culverhouse College of Business, University of Alabama 
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Table 1: Total, Average and Median Sales Prices for Real Estate Transactions, 2001 to 2018, The Alabama Center for Real 
Estate in the Culverhouse College of Business, University of Alabama

 

Home values can be measured by the appraised value of property or through the sales records. The 
former is a more stable statistic but does not fully reflect the volatility of the housing market. The latter is a 
more accurate depiction of moment-in-time value but fails to capture the value on non-transacted parcels.  

 

Figure 4: Value of Owner Occupied Housing 2016, American Communities Survey 
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REAL ESTATE TRENDS  

New single-family housing permits have trended downward significantly during the national 
recession but have since made a modest recovery. After a peak month in September 2001 where 184 new 
permits were issued, Montgomery experienced a general downward trend in new housing construction. The 
lowest points during this period were experienced during the national recession where, between July 2008 
and July 2011, issued permits never rose above 60 and averaged 15 per month. This was preceded by a 
relatively intense period of construction between 2001 and 2007. The city averaged 70 permits a month over 
these years, totaling 5,152 new single-family unit plans. Since the recession, the market has recovered slowly, 
averaging just over 20 permits per month from July 2011. Taking this period in isolation, there has been very 
gradual increase in construction from just under 20 on average in 2011 to just over 22 in 2018. 2 

 

Figure 5: Single-family housing construction permits issued in the Montgomery MSA from 2001 to 2018, City of Montgomery 
Open Data Portal 

Surrounding markets have experienced a faster recovery and are collecting permits at a faster rate. 
While the overall number of issued permits is still highest in Montgomery, Pike Road and Prattville recovered 
faster from the national recession and are seeing higher increases in their monthly single-family housing 
permit rate. The Town of Pike Road, only incorporated in 1997, increased its monthly permits 130% from 
2014 to 2018 and will catch and surpass, in terms of monthly permits, the city of Montgomery by 2021 based 
on forecasted growth from 2011.  

OWNERSHIP PATTERNS 

More than one billion dollars in residential real estate is held by individuals or companies that do not 
live or are not located in Montgomery.  Just over $1.3 billion of residential real estate or more than 7,400 
individual parcels, are controlled by out-of-town entities. Of these owners, just under half, 48 percent, are in 
the state of Alabama. The majority, 52 percent, in terms of total parcels and large majority in terms of value, 
71 percent, are located outside the State. There are roughly 3,500 out-of-state residential property holders 

                                                                    

2 National Association of Realtors, Housing Statistics  
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totaling $973 million in combined land and property value. The highest share comes from the state of Georgia 
with $223 million in value ($129 million, or 57 percent of these entities are in Atlanta). California is the 
second largest with $121 million split between 660 parcels, an average value of $183,000. 110 of these 
properties are valued at more than $1 million, but the overall average is $186,945.  

 

Figure 6: Residential parcels that are owned by an entity outside of the Planning Area (Montgomery, Pike Road, Hope Hull), 
Parcel information from the County Auditor have been combined with the City of Montgomery's Land Use Layer to produce 
this analysis 

 

RENTAL MARKET 

The majority of occupied rental units are single-family homes. 13,600 single-family homes are renter-
occupied. This represents just under 40 percent of overall share. Apartment buildings with five or more units 
account for an additional 40 percent. Duplexes and quad units make up the smallest share of rental properties 
with four and ten percent respectively.  

Rental properties and complexes are spread across the planning area and are not concentrated in 
high poverty areas. Around 30 percent of rental properties and apartment complexes are within areas with 
a high poverty rate. 

A 2018, moment in time review of available, 2-bedroom units found 495 available options ranging 
from $425 to $1,400. Far east side units in and around Pike Road included the highest price listings ranging 
upwards of $1,400. Units around southern and eastern boulevards range lower, and rarely exceed $900. The 
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lowest priced units were those listings inside the belt road. These average between $550 and $850. 
Downtown Montgomery had very little vacancy at the time of the qualitative review, but prices were as high 
or higher than the far east side, or upwards of $1,400. At the time of the review, 202 apartment listings fell 
below the computed Fair Market Rent (FMR) for the Montgomery MSA set by HUD at $822 for a two-bedroom 
apartment.3 HUD computes the Fair Market Rent through a formula that includes the gross rent estimate, 
moving estimates, national trends, state qualifying data, and various other factors. The FMR increased in 
2018 by 4.3 percent from 2017 from $788 to $822. 4 

CONDITION & BLIGHT  

Residential vacancy and hypervancy rates vary widely across the planning area, with higher 
concentrations in the west and central city. A property is classified as a vacant when it is unoccupied for 
any period. There are several types of vacancy including “For sale / rent” properties, seasonally vacant units 
(vacation homes, summer rentals, etc.) or abandoned properties. Abandoned properties are more likely to 
incur blight from neglect and, with time, become increasingly expense to re-occupy and have a negative effect 
on surrounding property values. Vacancy concentration is measured in terms of an overall percentage. 
According to a 2018 paper by the Lincoln Land Institute,5 low to moderate vacancy measures less than 12 
percent, high vacancy is between 12 and 19 percent, and hypervacancy is any measure beyond 20 percent. 
This categorization has been applied to each of the census tracts within the Planning Area to reveal the 
distribution of vacant residential properties. The map indicates higher levels of concentrated vacancy and 
hypervacancy in older, central areas with a general higher trend in the west of the Planning Area. The 2016 
American Communities Survey estimated just under 12,000 total vacant residential units in the city overall. 
This represents 13 percent of all units, a three-point increase from 2000, 9.6 percent.  

 See Map 3.3 in the Map Gallery: Vacancy 

Of the 12,000 vacant structures or units, 6,300 are classified as “Other Vacant”. “Other vacant” is a 
catch-all category that includes but is not limited to properties that are neglected and abandoned. This 
category is a significant indicator of property and overall neighborhood conditions. Applied generally across 
the planning area, roughly half of the reported vacant properties are classified as “Other”, although this likely 
varies given the age, condition and upkeep of the neighborhood. Chronic vacancy and blight can have serious 
deleterious effects on property values, especially when vacancy is concentrated. Studies in Philadelphia and 
Columbus, Ohio, found that a vacant building on a block can reduce the value of nearby properties by 20 
percent or more.6 There is also a significant fiscal impact as these properties may be tax delinquent, 
underperforming, and require service provision (fire protection, policing, maintenance, utilities, etc.). The 
number of Other Vacant properties doubled from 2000, from 3,277 to 6,369.  

                                                                    

3 HUD Calculation for Fair Market Housing  
4 Study based on listings available through Apartments.com on August 8, 2018 
5 The Empty House Next Door: Understanding and Reducing Vacancy and Hypervacancy in the United States 
6 Shlay and Whitman 2003; Seo and Von Rabenau 2011 

https://www.huduser.gov/portal/datasets/fmr/fmrs/FY2017_code/2017summary.odn?fips=0110199999&year=2017&fmrtype=Final&selection_type=county&stname=%24m_statename%24
https://www.lincolninst.edu/sites/default/files/pubfiles/empty-house-next-door-full.pdf
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Table 2: Residential vacancy by type, 2016, American Communities Survey 

 

With an average property value of $142,000 for residential uses in the Planning Area, the city collects 
an average annual property tax payment of $1,775. Assuming the majority of abandoned residential 
properties are tax delinquent or have the potential to become delinquent, this represents $11.3 million 
dollars in uncollected, potential annual revenue. The vacant property also have a drag effect on the overall 
property value average (as we’ve seen above, of up to 20 percent or more). Therefore, significant 
reinvestment would have the additional effect of raising overall taxable property values citywide while also 
returning these properties to the roles. 

There is a strong correlation between vacancy rates and poverty. In areas of the city experiencing high 
levels of vacancy there are accordingly high levels of poverty. This is especially likely in areas of 
hypervacancy in the central neighborhoods surrounding downtown.  

Recent study into blighted properties reveals uneven distribution of abandoned and decaying 
structures across the city. Using structure ratings, vacancy, utility shut offs, tax data, and other information, 
the study revealed a concentration of poorly rated structures or blighted properties on the city’s west side. A 
primary recommendation of this study was to elevate the blight reduction to a top priority for the city in the 
future through a number of initiatives including staffing, ordinances, and other initiatives.  

A heavy majority of poorly rated structures are within high poverty areas. 186 of the 263 poorly rated 
structures or 70 percent, are within census tracts with more than 30 percent of residents living in poverty 
according to a 2016 study of blight in Montgomery. These areas are more likely to see higher levels of 
vacancy and hypervacany. The same study counted more than 2,800 vacant residential parcels within these 
areas.  

 See Map 3.4 in the Map Gallery:  Poorly-rated Structures 

3. Householder Make-up 
The following section is an analysis of the occupants of housing in Montgomery. This details trends related to 
affordability, household size and other related topics. 

HOUSING AFFORDABILITY  

Rent costs are increasing at a faster rate than income. Between 2000 and 2016 the median gross rent 
increased by $300 or 57 percent. Earnings also increased over this period, but at a slower rate (an increase of 

Number Percentage Share
Change from 

'00 Number Share

Total Units 92,270 - - -
Total Vacant 11,984 13.0% - 8,403 -
For Rent 2,840 3.1% 23.7% -14% 3,297 39.2%

Rented, not occupied 492 0.5% 4.1% 180% 176 2.1%
For Sale only 1,316 1.4% 11.0% 6% 1,242 14.8%
Sold, not occupied 145 0.2% 1.2% -18% 176 2.1%
For seasonal, or occasional use 822 0.9% 6.9% 267% 224 2.7%
For migrant workers 0 0.0% 0.0% -100% 11 0.1%
Other vacant 6,369 6.9% 53.1% 94% 3,277 39.0%

2016 2000
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$7,800 or 22 percent). Rent and income are relatively inelastic (as one changes it does not necessarily cause 
the change of the other) and this divergence of the two trends reveals a potentially troubling, related rise in 
housing unaffordability.  

A significant share of residents are cost-burdened by housing. Just over 52 percent of renters and 27 
percent of homeowners pay more than 30 percent per month of their gross income in housing costs. Any rate 
above 30 percent is generally considered to be unaffordable as it places inordinate pressures on other costs 
(healthcare, childcare, etc.). This lack of affordability is especially acute among renters where more than 
14,000 households, or 46 percent, pay more than 35 percent of their monthly income just on rent. These 
numbers are consistent with the larger county and the State of Alabama.  

Those residents earning minimum wage, would need to work more than 88 hours as a household each week 
to afford the average rent for two-bedroom home, compared to 81 hours for the state average. When adjusted 
for the mean renter wage (an average of all renter incomes) an affordable rent in the county is $672. Earning 
the mean, a family would need to work 49 hours on average to afford a two-bedroom apartment in the 
community. A two person, fully employed household earning the mean income would have just over $400 
remaining each month after rent.7 Given the average costs of childcare in Montgomery (roughly $400 a month 
on average8) and other necessary expenses like food, transportation, utilities etc., this places the majority of 
renters in Montgomery in an un-affordable housing condition. 

 

Figure 7: Rent as a percentage of household income, 2016 American Communities Survey 

Rate of eviction increasing. Between 2001 and 2016 the number of evictions per day rose in Montgomery 
from 3 to 5.6, an 85 percent increase. While the median household income increased over this period, the 
median gross rent increased at a faster rate moving from $528 to $814. While there was an increase in the 
eviction rate in the state, that rate was only 11 percent. Eviction and housing affordability are linked and play 

                                                                    

7 National Low Income Housing Coalition  
8 How much does child care cost in Alabama?, AL.com, 
https://www.al.com/living/index.ssf/2017/04/how_much_does_child_care_cost.html  
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a central role in the cycle of poverty experienced by many lower-income families. Montgomery ranks 27th in 
the country for its eviction rate, higher than any other Alabama city (Mobile is ranked 78th).9 

HOMEOWNERSHIP  

Homeownership in decline. The share of residents that own their home decreased by 13 percent from 2000 
moving from 64 to 56 percent. While this decrease was shared by all of the large Alabama cities and the State, 
which decreased by 5 percent, only Birmingham decreased at a faster rate (14 percent).  

 

Figure 8: Homeownership from 2000 to 2016, US Census and American Communities Survey 

HOUSEHOLDS 

The number of households is increasing while the population remains stagnant. While the population of 
Montgomery has remained relatively stagnant and showed signs of decline, the number of households 
increased. Just under 2,000 new households were added to the city from 2000 to 2016, a growth rate of 2.4 
percent. The rate was even faster in the county where 4,200 households were added, an increase of five 
percent. Increasing households has an impact on land use planning as each newly formed unit corresponds 
with an additional required housing unit. 

What is a Census Tract? Census Tracts are small, relatively permanent statistical subdivisions of a 
county or equivalent entity that are updated by local participants prior to each decennial census as 
part of the Census Bureau's Participant Statistical Areas Program. The Census Bureau delineates 
census tracts in situations where no local participant existed or where state, local, or tribal 
governments declined to participate. The primary purpose of census tracts is to provide a stable set 
of geographic units for the presentation of statistical data. Census tracts generally have a population 
size between 1,200 and 8,000 people, with an optimum size of 4,000 people.  A census tract usually 

                                                                    

9 Eviction Lab at Princeton University 
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covers a contiguous area; however, the spatial size of census tracts varies widely depending on the 
density of settlement.  Census tract boundaries are delineated with the intention of being maintained 
over a long time so that statistical comparisons can be made from census to census.  Census tracts 
occasionally are split due to population growth or merged as a result of substantial population 
decline.10  

The size and make-up of households is shifting. Montgomery mirrors both the national and state trend 
toward smaller households. Between 2000 and 2016 family households with children under 18 decreased by 
5,400 units. Over the same period, single-person households increased by just over 3,000. Only one family 
household segment increased this being single mothers with children under 18. This group increased seven 
percent or by more than 600. Overall household size remained stable from 2000. This is unique among major 
Alabama cities where the average decrease was 2.5 percent. 

4. Neighborhood Planning & Organization  
The City of Montgomery has more than 200 identified neighborhoods. This section provides an overview of the 
city’s neighborhood network, its capacity building programs, and a profile of neighborhood-level planning 
processes completed over the past 20 years.  

OVERVIEW 

The City of Montgomery is made up of a strong network of more than 200 neighborhoods.  Over the past two 
decades, the city has sought to strengthen these communities through various planning processes.  The 
following outlines the current active programs and recent neighborhood plans.  

PROGRAMS 

BONDS is a neighborhood association strengthening program; providing training, a resource center, 
networking opportunities, and financial assistance (grants) in an effort to improve the overall quality of life 
throughout the city and County of Montgomery. The association assists just under 170 neighborhoods 
through its resource center and annual convenings.  

NEIGHBORHOOD LEVEL PLANS 

While the City of Montgomery has not completed a comprehensive plan in more than 50 years, the city has 
been active in neighborhood-level planning, completing more than a dozen over the past 20 years. Taken 
together these plans cover more than 20 square miles of the city and make recommendations about future 
land use and other considerations at a neighborhood level. The Land Use, Development, Community 
Character & Urban Design Memo includes a detailed highlight reel for each of the city’s neighborhood plans 
including the Maxwell AFB Joint Land Use Study and the Downtown Master Plan.  

Many of the recent complete plans cover the historic districts of the city as well as large portions of the 
Southern planning area. In 2007 the city also completed a strategic plan for the city's downtown. Each of 
these documents is similar as they present the existing conditions for the neighborhood, core assets 
challenges and considerations for the plan, and a set of unique recommendations to enhance the 
neighborhood and increase prosperity. Wherever possible the comprehensive plan will reference these plans 
and seek to integrate their recommendations with related city-wide recommendations.  

                                                                    

10 US Census Bureau 
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Principles for Neighborhood Planning include the following:  

• Ensure that the decisions will not create an arbitrary development pattern (e.g. spot zoning); 

• Ensure an adequate and diverse supply of housing for all income levels within the 
community; 

• Minimize negative impacts between incompatible land uses (e.g. residential abutting heavy 
industrial development; 

• Recognize suitable areas for public uses, such as hospitals and schools, that will minimize the 
impacts to residential areas; 

• Discourage intense commercial uses in or adjacent to residential areas; 

• Ensure neighborhood commercial businesses are designed to minimize adverse effects to the 
neighborhood; 

• Minimize development in flood plains and/or environmentally sensitive areas; 

• Promote goals which provide additional environmental protection; 

• Consideration of regulations that address safety as it pertains to future development 

• Ensure adequate transition between adjacent land uses and development intensities; 

• Protect and promote the historical and cultural significant areas; 

• Avoid creating undesirable precedents for other properties; 

• Promote stabilization and expansion of the economic base and job creation; 

• Ensure similar treatment for land use decisions on similar properties throughout the City; 

• Balance individual property rights with community interests and goals; 

• Avoid over zoning in areas that could not be supported by the existing or proposed street and 
utility network; 

• Promote development that serves the needs of a diverse population 

Below is a table and map of all recent neighborhood plans:  

  

Neighborhood Year Status 

Bellingrath - Cloverland Neighborhood plan 2007 Draft 
Bell Street Neighborhood plan 2009 Adopted 
Capitol Heights Neighborhood plan 2007 Adopted 
Centennial Hill Neighborhood plan 2008 Adopted 
Centennial Hill & Oak Park Plan 2011 Adopted 
Cypress Creek Neighborhood plan 2012 Adopted 
Downtown Montgomery Master Plan 2007 Adopted 
Forest to Zelda Planning area Neighborhood plan 2008 Adopted 
Maxwell Blvd Neighborhood plan 2011 Adopted 
Rosa Parks Combined Communities & Five Points Neighborhood Plan 2008 Adopted 
South Montgomery Community Plan 2017 Adopted 
West Fairview Avenue Plan 2010 Adopted 
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West Fairview Avenue Plan Amendment 2014 Adopted 
Joint Land Use Plan (Maxwell and Gunter AFB) 2017 Adopted 
South Montgomery Community Plan 2007 Adopted 
West Fairview Avenue Plan 2009 Adopted 

 

5. Existing Housing Policies & Programs 
The following section outlines the various active housing policies and programs currently at work in 
Montgomery. These include local, state and federal programs.  

AFFORDABLE HOUSING POLICIES AND PROGRAMS 

The US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) states that “families who pay more than 30 
percent of their income for housing are considered cost burdened,” suggesting that they may have difficulty 
affording other necessities11.  According to the 2016 American Community Survey estimates, 52% of 
Montgomery County renters and 27% of homeowners would be considered cost burdened by HUD’s 
definition. These numbers suggest that affordable housing should be an essential component of any plan for 
development in Montgomery.  This following includes a summary of the affordable housing programs that 
HUD offers and describes the current state of these programs within Montgomery County. 

FEDERAL AFFORDABLE HOUSING PROGRAMS QUALIFICATIONS 

                                                                    

11 HUD Affordable Housing 

https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/comm_planning/affordablehousing/
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The US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) administers federal housing 
projects. Local Public Housing Agencies (PHAs) allocate federal funds to a variety of affordable 
housing programs in their area, connecting residents with the assistance most appropriate to their 
needs. Eligibility for all types of affordable housing is determined by a comparison of the applicant’s 
household income to the Area Median Income (AMI) for a family of the same size. HUD considers 80 
percent AMI as lower income, 50 percent AMI as very low income, and 30 percent AMI as the 
extremely low income. In Montgomery County 30 percent AMI is just under $19,000 in annual 
income or an affordable rent of $47212. The application of these limits varies across different local 
housing agencies and programs.  Costs to renters are typically determined by the greatest of the 
following calculations: 

• 30% of monthly adjusted income; 

• 10% of monthly income; 

• Welfare rent; or 

• The minimum rent set by the PHA ($25 up to $50). 

The PHA pays a subsidy directly to the landlord, and the renter then pays the difference between the 
subsidy and the actual cost of the rent13.   

PROGRAM OVERVIEW 
Assistance through the varies based on program availability. These programs include the following.  

Housing Choice Vouchers (Tenant-Based). Housing choice vouchers enable renters to choose their 
own housing, provided that the unit meets program requirements. Assistance is attached to the 
tenant and can move to different units as the tenant moves.14  

Project-Based Housing Voucher (formerly known as Section 8). Rather than associating a 
voucher with a particular tenant, this form of subsidy is attached to a specific and privately-owned 
housing unit.  Only eligible tenants may rent these subsidized units, but the funding will not move 
from the unit when a tenant moves out.15   

Public Housing. Public housing types range from single family houses to high-rise apartments. PHAs 
manage designated affordable housing units for qualifying residents to rent at rates they can afford.   

Elderly and Disabled. Housing assistance for the elderly or disabled population breaks into several 
programs.   

Section 202 - Supportive Housing for the Elderly. HUD offers project-based rent subsidies 
for housing that can accommodate the needs of very low-income elderly persons, including 
cleaning, cooking, and transportation support.  Occupancy is “open to any very low-income 
household comprised of at least one person who is at least 62 years old”16 

Section 811 - Supportive Housing for Persons with Disabilities. Section 811 provides 
interest-free capital advances and operating subsidies for the development of affordable 
housing for persons with disabilities.  Residents are eligible if their household is very low-
income (50% AMI) and contains at least one adult member with a disability. HUD also offers 

                                                                    

12 National Low Income Housing Coalition  
13 HUD Sponsored Senior Housing Programs 
14 HUD Housing Choice Vouchers Fact Sheet 
15 HUD Project Based Vouchers 
16 HUD Section 202 Supportive Housing for the Elderly Program 

https://www.seniorliving.org/lifestyles/hud-senior-housing-programs/
https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/hcv/about/fact_sheet
https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/hcv/project
https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/housing/mfh/progdesc/eld202
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project-based rental assistance to state housing agencies that can be applied to multifamily 
housing complexes. Residents must be extremely low-income (30% AMI) with at least one 
adult member with a disability17.  

USDA. This program enables low- and moderate-income households in rural areas to own homes by 
providing a 90% loan note guarantee to approved lenders18.  

Homeownership Vouchers. Families assisted by the Housing Choice Voucher program may use 
their voucher to buy a home and pay homeownership expenses.  A family must meet specific income 
and employment requirements, be a first-time home-buyer, complete a required homeownership 
program, and meet any other qualifications determined by the local (PHA) that administers the 
voucher.  Elderly and disabled families are exempt from the employment requirement19.   

HOUSING AND HOMELESS ASSISTANCE IN MONTGOMERY 
Several programs exist in Montgomery County to provide emergency or affordable housing to eligible 
households.  The county, however, faces significantly higher demand for affordable housing than it is able to 
supply.  This shortfall occurs across the state, where “For every assisted household in Alabama, twice as many 
low-income households are homeless or pay more than half their income for rent and do not receive any 
federal rental assistance”20.  

MONTGOMERY HOUSING AUTHORITY 
Montgomery Housing Authority provides some services. The Montgomery Housing Authority 
(MHA) is the local Public Housing Authority for Montgomery, Elmore, and Autauga counties.  It aids 
in the following ways:  

• Owns and manages 8 affordable housing communities (one of which is an elderly site) that 
assist over 1400 families,  

• Administers 2878 HCV vouchers,  

• Administers project-based rental assistance in 818 units, 

• Offers 144 units for the elderly and 33 for persons with disabilities, 

• Administers special purpose vouchers (homeownership and Veterans Affairs Supportive 
Housing), and  

• Provides mortgage assistance through HCV Homeownership vouchers. 

Existing local service provision struggles to meet the need. The Housing Choice Voucher waitlist 
has been closed since May of 2015 and at that time it was only open for three days.  Prior to 2015 it 
had been closed since 2007.  Similarly, the Project-Based Voucher waitlist is currently closed.  It is 
currently unknown when either waitlist will reopen.  According to the 2017 Picture of Subsidized 
Households database, recipients of subsidized housing in Montgomery county waited an average of 
19 months on a waiting list. The average voucher holder in the county has been receiving a housing 
subsidy for 7 years and 2 months.   

                                                                    

17 HUD Section 811 Supportive Housing for Persons with Disabilities 
18 Single Family Home Loan Guarantees 
19 HUD Homeownership Vouchers 
20 Alabama Federal Rental Assistance Fact Sheet 

https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/housing/mfh/progdesc/disab811
https://www.rd.usda.gov/files/fact-sheet/RD-FactSheet-RHS-SFHGLP.pdf
https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/hcv/homeownership
https://www.cbpp.org/sites/default/files/atoms/files/4-13-11hous-AL.pdf
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Affordable housing in Montgomery is disproportionately accessed by minorities, especially Blacks, 
and by female-householders, half of whom have children.  

Characteristics of voucher holders: 
• Average HH income: $12,073 

• Female HH: 86%; with child: 54% 

• Minority: 92% 

• Black, non-Hispanic: 90% 

• White, non-Hispanic: 7% 

• Hispanic: 2%21 

HOMELESSNESS 

Homeless affects hundreds in mid-Alabama each night.  In addition to affordable housing, 
Montgomery faces a challenge in addressing homelessness.  The Mid-Alabama Coalition for the 
Homeless (MACH) works cooperatively with homeless shelters to provide additional services, such 
as Housing Assistance. Homelessness in the mid-Alabama area of five counties, including 
Montgomery considers: 

• 886 individuals considered homeless on any given night, 

• 68 are unsheltered, 

• 120 have severe mental illness, 

• 46 are victims of domestic violence, 

• 40 are veterans, and 

• 108 are families with dependent children 

MACH offers services for homeless and those about to be evicted. Qualifying participants may 
receive financial help for move-in costs, planning/budgeting assistance, referrals for educational or 
training programs.  Eligibility is discussed with each applicant.  Clients must be homeless or at risk of 
homelessness.  Participants will be required to pay a portion of their expenses22 

 

                                                                    

21 HUD Assisted Housing: National and Local 
22 Mid-Alabama Coalition for the Homeless Programs 

https://www.huduser.gov/portal/datasets/assthsg.html#2009-2017_data
https://midalhomeless.org/homeless-programs/
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HOUSING TYPE BY CENSUS TRACT
HOUSING & COMMUNITY DEVELOMENT | MAP 3.1
The above map visualizes the breakdown of housing types in each of the Planning Area Census Tracts.  Census Tracts are small, relatively 
permanent statistical subdivisions of a county or equivalent entity that are updated by local participants prior to each decennial census as part 
of the Census Bureau's Participant Statistical Areas Program.
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